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A message from your 2020 Area Meeting Clerk
As some of you will be aware the clerking team of Barney Smith and Angus Morrice is released
from the end of this month to be replaced from January 2020 by Richard Drake (Redland) as clerk
and Susan Rooke-Matthews (Bedminster) as assistant clerk.
There’s usually a piece in the AM Newsletter from the clerk to Area Meeting calling your attention
to the items of business coming before us in the months Area Meeting for Church Affairs.
As we don’t have a meeting scheduled in December I thought I’d use this space just to introduce
our names to you so you are not too surprised if you haven’t kept abreast of all the comings and
goings of Area Meeting appointments.
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I’ve had an initial, and very thorough, briefing from Barney and I’m just starting to get my head
around the impact the responsibilities will have on my existing schedule. Susan and I have yet to
discuss in any detail how we might share responsibilities and that will probably develop over time.
Looking ahead to January, when we will be meeting at 7pm in Redland, I can already see that we
will be returning to the theme of sustainability to share with each other what we have been doing in
our respective meetings in response to climate crisis.
More detail on this and other business in the January Area Meeting Newsletter of course.
Richard Drake

Dates for Area Meeting in 2020
16 January

Thursday at Redland 7 to 9.30 pm

23 February

Sunday at Horfield 2 to 5.30 pm incl tea

21 March

Saturday at Central (Day Conference) 10 am to 5.30 pm

19 April

Sunday at Portishead 2 to 5.30 pm incl tea

17 May

Sunday at Thornbury 2 to 5.30 pm incl tea

20 June

Saturday (Option for an event.)

19 July

Sunday at Bedminster 2 to 5.30 pm incl tea

17 September Thursday at Horfield 7 to 9.30 pm
17 October

Saturday at Redland (Day Conference) 10 am to 5.30 pm

22 November Sunday at Frenchay 2 to 5.30 pm incl tea
“””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

Young Quakers Participation Day
On Saturday 7 December three young Quakers from Bristol made the trip to Friends House to
take part in Young Quakers Participation Day 2019. The event, attended by 31 young Quakers
from across the country, took place alongside Meeting for Sufferings, which was attending to its
regular business.
The young people attended Meeting for Sufferings for the first few items on the agenda (which
included discernment regarding the Prisons and Court Register) and visited us again at the end of
the afternoon to present their own minute. In the meantime they were discussing the nature of
Discernment – where does it come from and lead to? And what is its role in decision-making in our
everyday lives?
A full report of Meeting for Sufferings, including the young Quakers’ minute, will appear in
January’s Area Meeting Newsletter.
Heather Lister, Meeting for Sufferings representative and “Responsible Adult” for the day.
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Quakers and the General Election
The general election, called for 12 December, is an opportunity to influence future decisionmakers.
Quakers seek something of God in everyone and that leads them to work for justice for all. Their
commitment to truth, peace, equality and simplicity leads to five priorities:
•

Climate crisis

•

Migration

•

Criminal justice

•

Peace and disarmament

•

The nature of the debate

On climate crisis: Quakers are committed to equality and sustainability. They seek a world where
all life thrives within a safe and stable climate. A transition to a net-zero carbon economy must put
the most marginalised first.
On migration: at the heart of debates around Brexit are questions of sovereignty and migration.
The UK has contributed to the poverty, climate breakdown and conflicts that cause people to seek
sanctuary here. Quakers have long worked to offer sanctuary to people forced to flee their homes.
More than 100 Quaker meetings are working to improve the lives of people whose immigration
status is called in to question.
Quakers call on the future government to dismantle discriminatory practices.
On criminal justice: Quakers want a system of restorative justice that transforms individuals,
communities and countries for the better.
They call on all any future government to invest in health, education and housing. This will help
address the inequalities that lead people to commit crime.
On peace and disarmament: over hundreds of years, Quakers have practised and promoted
nonviolent approaches to resolving conflict and promoted diplomacy and alternatives to violence.
Quakers work with others to ban nuclear weapons, end militarism and build a peaceful, just and
sustainable global society.
Quakers call on the government to end the use of military force as an instrument of foreign policy
and uphold international structures of dialogue and diplomacy instead.
On the nature of the debate: Quakers are concerned by the violent language being used in the
political arena. They call on everyone involved in the General Election to listen to each other, seek
the truth and seek common ground from which to move forward.
As the election campaign begins, Quakers' representative body says, "Humanity needs leaders of
integrity and conscience, ready to be held to account by individuals and institutions, national and
international."
Follow Quaker engagement with politicians on Twitter via @PoliticalQuaker and @ScotPolQuaker.
Find advice on “How Quakers Do Politics” on the website.
From “Quaker Faith in Action” newsletter of QPSW
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Yearly Meeting Gathering 2020 at Bath University

Our hope is that between now and August 2020, Friends in Britain can sit with the tough questions
that have arisen from our consideration privilege at YM 2019, At Yearly Meeting Gathering 2020,
we want to build, celebrate and develop an inclusive community.
We want to reflect on the impact of the climate emergency on all the inhabitants of our world, and
prepare to take action in response to this emergency.
Key Information
There have been some changes made to Gathering for 2020 in an effort to simplify the
organisation of a complex event and to reduce costs. These are:
•

A reduction in the length of Gathering to 6 days.

•
In consequence of this there will be no rest day on Wednesday. Instead we will have
two free afternoons during which you can rest, engage with organised activities or make
your own arrangements
•
A simplified booking system. We have been trying very hard to keep the cost of YMG
down. As a result we have simplified our bookings process and will reduce the number of
groups that we accommodate together.
•

If financial assistance is required, Friends can seek it by speaking to the AM Treasurer in
confidence. If extra assistance is needed above the standard amount he will be able to put
forward a request to Weekly Committee on their behalf.

Building the Gathering Community
Friends at Gathering often offer to share their skills and passions – such as singing, dancing,
mandala making and these activities are an integral part of building the community. We would
really like to hear from anyone who could contribute in this way now even though bookings have not
opened.
We hope to publish a YMG programme in March 2020. In order to do this we need to gather
information about proposed special interest meetings and activities offered by Friends by 31
December 2019. If you are willing to contribute in this way, please complete the form
at https://forms.quaker.org.uk/ymg-2020-options-offers/
Further information will be posted on the YM website www.quaker.org.uk/ym. If you have any
queries, please contact staff atym@quaker.org.uk or 020 7663 1040.

Briefing edited by Barney Smith, Area Meeting Clerk
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Report from Meeting of Trustees – November 2019
As all rooms had been booked in Central Bristol Meeting House we met in an architect’s office
near Stokes Croft, where after a longer than usual period of silent worship we started on a
daunting agenda.
We commenced by appointing an elder for the meeting, some members to report to AM, and me
to write this report. We accepted appointments and releases of Trustees and committee members,
and reports of those who had been on training courses, then got onto more substantial matters.
The first was to hear of the new long-term tenant at Bedminster Meeting House. Soundwell Music
Therapy Trust is a charity with aims similar to those of Dance Voice, but using sound rather than
dance to help people with disabilities. We also decided who is to maintain the container-like
‘building’ which is to be used as a store for the camping equipment used by ours and Gloucester
AM’s Camp Committees.
Property, Health and Safety (PHS) Committee reported that the Sustainability Group wished to lay
itself down, as it had struggled to find members. This was accepted. (However, this gives me
pause for thought. Do we support sustainability only in words?) But Trustees agreed that in future
all Committees’ and appointees’ terms of reference shall include a requirement continually to
consider sustainability.
Weekly Committee’s report was that very few applications are being received. They intend to
make more effort to publicise the benefits they can offer.
Finance Committee (FC) brought in for approval the draft Trustees Annual Report (TAR) and
Accounts for 2018. These were accepted. Finance Committee also brought us a long, thorough
paper on the legal status of the AM’s many funds. This had been written by Kit Fotheringham,
clerk of FC, who is professionally qualified in these matters. The paper presents the argument that
Restricted funds rather than unrestricted general funds should be used wherever permissible.
More surprisingly, it shows that some funds which we had thought of as permanent endowment
can be disbursed, and that the Charity Commission encourages charities to do so. This paper and
the TAR and Accounts were to be submitted to the next session of AM.
Another major issue was the report from the Design and Implementation Group (DIG) which had
overseen the first, major phase of the extension to Central Bristol Meeting House better to serve
the needs of homeless people. DIG reported that the project was now complete, except for
“snagging” which will be overseen by a small panel of former DIG members, until responsibility
can be handed over to the PHS Committee. The project cost had been a little over £200,000 plus
VAT. We minuted that DIG be laid down, with thanks to Jeffrey Smith, Charles Gamble and Dean
Smart.
Another group, “DIG2” had been set up to oversee new layouts of the forecourt and courtyard and
the proposal to create a Garden Room, which would be for hiring out for counselling and small
group meetings, including those of Young Friends. The payback period is expected to be about 7
years.
Kit asked to be released as clerk to the Project Strategy Group, and Cathy Nile agreed to replace
him.
The question of whether CCTV should be installed at Central was brought up yet again. We were
told a report by a Health and Safety consultant was overdue, and agreed to hold a short special
meeting later in the month to decide the issue.
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The final matter was a valedictory statement by the present writer, who argued that Trustees were
responsible for ensuring that the AM’s religious and charitable purposes were furthered. He
asserted that Elders and Overseers do not do all that Quaker Faith and Practice specifies. A
thoughtful discussion ensued in which the general feeling was that this was more the responsibility
of Area Meeting in Session.
Thanks to being well-disciplined and well-clerked the meeting ended earlier than expected despite
the long agenda. Closing worship seemed very deep.
- Stephen Petter, 16/11/19

“””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

A recipe from the Youth Project Training day in November
One drizzly Saturday in late November, a group of nearly 20 Quakers gathered together to skill up
and think creatively about working with young people.
With a huge wealth and breadth of experience in the room and people from Weston, Bath, Sidcot
and many Bristol meetings present there was a real buzz, and lots of brilliant conversations and
ideas.
We’d like to thank everyone who came and look forward to following up with you to work together
to turn ideas into action.
In the meantime, we’d like to share with you all a recipe one group came up with for how to be
creatively alongside young people in a Quaker context:
Ingredients:
1 kg of fun
A bowl of listening
A cupful of social action
A plateful of acceptance
A tablespoon of reassurance
A zest of challenge
Some pinches of worship
Method:
• Mix well with adults, so young people can be heard
• Decorate with testimonies and set your oven to join national Quaker activities
We discussed how we’d need different recipes for different situations – and hope this one might
inspire you in your interactions as you build relationships with people, young and old!
If you have any questions or suggestions for working with young people aged 11-18, please get in
touch with Kirsty Philbrick, Quaker Youth Worker on kirstyp@quaker.org.uk
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White poppies at Bristol Cenotaph
Last year Gaie Delap made a beautiful wreath of white
poppies and placed it quietly at the Bristol City Centre
Cenotaph after the formal Remembrance Day
commemoration was over. Somewhat to her surprise,
it remained in place for a full year. This encouraged
her to repeat her symbolic peace statement in 2019 –
this time hoping to achieve a more prominent place for
our Quaker peace testimony in a civic ceremony with
many possible meanings.
Our Local Meeting for Business gave its support to the placing of a white poppy wreath, so Gaie
and I entered into correspondence with the Powers That Be in an attempt to achieve formal
inclusion. We wrote to the British Legion and the Lord Mayor of Bristol, before receiving our final
answer from the Army officer in charge of ceremonial. The friendly British Legion hoped our
request would be accepted. The Lord Mayor’s office raised several practical obstacles, but no
objection in principle. The briskly polite Army officer gave us official permission to lay our wreath
after the ceremony, and said we would be considered for fuller inclusion next year.
So on 10 November we made our way to the City Centre and watched the Remembrance
ceremony with mixed emotions. The crowds were impressive, the procession of uniformed military,
cadets and veterans was large and well-drilled, and the City’s political and religious leaders
followed in their best finery (and a historic selection of funny hats). The Lord Mayor arrived in a
horse-drawn carriage, escorted by mounted police. As the sun shone, guns were fired to start and
end the two-minute silence. Then speakers from different faith traditions gave inaudible speeches,
a hymn was sung, and prayers were said. Three cadets had fainted by the time we got to the
concluding National Anthem.
Gaie and I stepped up to deliver our Quaker wreath as soon as the crowd control barriers were
removed. It felt worth doing. But we agreed afterwards that we always find Remembrance Day a
trial. Perhaps it is a necessary education for us to engage with the military and to see the
extensive support for the Armed Services which apparently still exists in Bristol. Perhaps grieving
for the war dead and celebrating the military do not have to go hand in hand. Possibly other
spectators had as many mixed feelings as we did ourselves.
Julia Bush (Redland)
Editor’s note – after Gaie reported to Redland Local Meeting on laying this wreath, the Local
Meeting discerned the following minute, to be forwarded to Area Meeting 19/77 White poppies 2020
Gaie Delap has reported on the Remembrance Service at Bristol Cenotaph on 10 November
2019. She reminded us of the aims of the white poppy movement and also of the British Legion’s
inclusion of civilians in this year’s Remembrance. The wreath which Gaie Delap and Julia Bush
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laid this year carried a message ‘from Redland Quakers, in sorrow for lives lost and in hope of
future peace’. We hope that next year a white poppy wreath will be laid from Bristol Quakers. We
will send forward this minute to Area Meeting.

“”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

Extinction Rebellion – News from Trident Ploughshares
As you may know earlier in the year Trident Ploughshares was instrumental in setting
up Extinction Rebellion (XR) Peace and getting other UK based peace organisations involved in
forming XR PEACE.
XR Peace aims to raise awareness of the links between militarism, nuclear weapons and the
climate crisis and of the huge impact the military boot-print has on the unfolding climate and
ecological tragedy. We also want to show how the damaging extraction of resources around the
world by corporate power, backed up by military power, causes gross human rights abuses, wars
and conflict, species extinctions and climate chaos.
There were 53 XR Peace arrests during the October Extinction Rebellion in London. Our rebels
are now beginning to face fines of up to £1,500 per arrest.
We’re writing now to ask if you can help support them to cover some of these costs. Whether or
not you are able to personally take part in civil resistance actions like these, helping us raise funds
to cover court costs are a great way to help make the XR Peace Rebellion sustainable.
To donate please visit https://chuffed.org/project/xr-peace-non-violent-action-against-war
P.S. XR Peace has a website at www.xrpeace.org if you want more information about what we are
doing.
And here are links to a couple of short videos that highlight 2 of the several actions we organised
in October in London
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRRiumDzkyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hd2Gg6Uk9J8&feature=youtu.be
Rowland Dye
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Helping Rough Sleepers
Our crisis of homelessness is a much wider issue than just rough sleepers (97% of those
experiencing homelessness in Bristol are not sleeping rough and are hidden from view) there are
still around 100 people counted sleeping on our streets at any one time despite the provision of
more than 100 shelter spaces for them.
Especially at this time of year people often ask what they should do to help.
Direct personal assistance, such as giving money or food will usually be appreciated (even if not
necessarily useful) especially if accompanied by friendly engagement, but that is an entirely
personal choice.
Longer term help to move on from the streets can only be effectively enabled by professional
support which is provided by the council and St Mungos Outreach team.
People facing homelessness are advised to seek help at the earliest opportunity by getting an
assessment from the Housing Advice Team at the Citizen Service Point at 100 Temple Street.
People can call them on 0117 352 6800 or visit
• 9am – 4pm: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
• 10am – 4pm: Wednesday
People can also contact the Outreach Team directly by
• Calling 0117 407 0330 (weekdays 8am to 8pm), or
• Emailing bristolspot@mungos.org
• Drop in at the Methodist Centre 10am to 12 Tuesday & Wednesday
You can refer anyone you’re concerned about to these services using Streetlink
(www.streetlink.org.uk ; 0300 500 0914.; or download the app)

For more information about the services on offer to people who are homeless see
Bristol City Council https://www.bristol.gov.uk/housing/homeless-or-at-risk-of-being-homeless
Bristol Homeless Connect https://bristolhomelessconnect.com/
Or pick up a copy of the Caring Handbook (available from Caring in Bristol and many other places)
“”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

Mayors for Peace Exhibition
We have had a request for volunteers from Alix Hughes, of the Bristol City Council, about the
Mayors for Peace Exhibition, the Mayors for Peace being an international organisation of cities
dedicated to the promotion of peace, established in 1982. More can be found on www.50cities50traces.org.
The Exhibition is booked to come to Bristol (City Hall Vestibule) Mon 3 Feb-Friday 28 February,
2020 and two volunteers are needed at the exhibition (Monday-Friday) from 11am to 5.30pm
approx. The busiest times will be at lunch time and after work.
If you feel you can help, please contact Alix on alix.hughes@bristol.gov.uk
From Martin Hartog, Thornbury
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QUAKER FILM CLUB
AT REDLAND MEETING HOUSE
SATURDAY DECEMBER 21

PADDINGTON 2 (PG)
Everyone is invited to this family friendly evening. Come to
enjoy a meal and a great film together with friends and
family.
As one critic wrote, “Paddington 2 should be prescribed as an antidote to anyone who finds the madness of the
modern world a bit wearing. It’s probably possible to not absolutely love it, but it’s hard to see how”

Film club meets at the EARLIER TIME OF 5pm in the library at Redland
Meeting House.
Please bring some food for a shared supper which we will eat BEFORE the screening
on this occasion. If you are able to bring about £3 to help pay for the licence, that would
be a help, but come anyway! Children, refugees and asylum seekers come free.
The evening will end by about 8 pm.
...
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